TAKE FIVE
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JUNE 2018

Welcome to Take Five, PDL’s newsletter. We will share with you news updates, information and events from PDL and our
agencies around the Pacific . Please email your comments and any feedback or suggestions to: info@pdl123.com
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The Dateline Transam team and the
larger PDL family are struggling to
come to terms with the tragic loss
of our friend, None Vuna, who died
in a wharf accident in Nuku’alofa
during a recent call of the Southern
Lily. On the following visit of the
Southern lily, the ship entered port
in Nuku’alofa with her flag at half
mast. None’s wife and children
were welcomed on board the ship
by the Captain and crew to pass on
their condolences.
Below is a message sent just after None’s passing by the
Chairman of Dateline Transam, Olivier Ravel.
PDL’s newest vessel, the Southern Pearl is nearing completion and
on target for delivery in August. The purpose built ship with her
shallow draft and broad beam is designed to maximise loads into
the Ports of Wallis, Futuna, Funafuti, Tarawa, Suva and Lautoka.
More details will be in our next Take 5 after the official launch
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After PDL’s Vicki Connor heard a cry for help from the Auckland City
Mission, the team at PDL Auckland office kindly donated canned and
packaged foodstuffs to assist with a severe shortage of food parcels
for the needy in the city. More than 200 items were collected from our
team and carried to the City Mission by Vicki and Gabriella Pena. Well
done to everyone who got behind this worthy cause.

Also Leah Booth and her team of helpers arranged a Pink Ribbon
Breakfast at the PDL Auckland office with staff donating food and a
gold coin for those who wanted to indulge. This simple gesture raised
more than $400 for the Breast Cancer Foundation. Thank you to Vicki,
Leah and everyone for your kindness.
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Pictured are Lupeni Otuhouma from Dateline Transam with Captain
Zhang Zaili and None’s wife, Toakase, Aita, Laufakana’a and Siaosi.

The Auckland Transhipment
team with Andy Payne at the
helm, work extremely hard to
ensure the smooth movement
of thousands of containers a
year from Asia, Europe and
North and South America to
our Pacific Island destinations.
However they also like to party.
They have a tradition of celebrating when one of their own
has a birthday, or special occasions like Saint Patricks Day,
Easter or Christmas. Pictured here celebrating Taylor Jones’
birthday are most of the team, from left, Juliette Solignac, Taylor
Dot Booth, Charlotte McNeill, Alissa Marsters, and Betty Li.
Thought of the Day: “ I should know enough about loss
to realise that you never really stop missing someoneyou just learn to live around the huge gaping hole of
their absence.
Alyson Noel, Evermore

